Our Mission

WE USE FOOD AS A PLATFORM TO SHARE THE LOVE OF CHRIST.
Year at a Glance

Total donated: $944,805
Total meals provided globally: 3 million
Total families served locally: 933
Total countries impacted: 7
In 2018 SERV saw tremendous growth in our food program with access to new countries and a new local food outreach effort.
East Africa

Total: 1.2 million meals
Kenya: 845,000
Uganda: 5,000
South Sudan: 50,000
Tanzania: 300,000
Venezuela

Total: 1 million meals

Distributed through our trusted partnerships with Venezuelan pastors to those in desperate need.
Cambodia

Total: 800,000 meals distributed
Local

Total: 933 families served in North Metro Atlanta

Every donated box of fresh produce provides nutrition for a family of four.
#MORETHANFOOD

This is more than a social media tag for SERV. This is truly the heartbeat behind our feeding programs.

This is our WHY.

It starts with food and leads to...

Physical Growth
Spiritual Growth
Health
Education
Jobs
Freedom
SO much more

SO much more
10 new children were rescued and brought to their new home

10 years of work was celebrated with our orphanage and outreach programs

Solar water pump was built on the campus to ensure water access even with limited power
After William was orphaned by his parents, he was being cared for by a woman in the village. He was required to make brooms in the market in trade for food and care. When the SERV team learned about him they had to physically remove the broom materials from his hands to bring him to the House of Hope Kenya. He had a variety of illnesses and parasites that required time at the hospital. Once he recovered he joined his new family at the orphanage. He is now flourishing and dreaming of becoming a doctor to help others.

William’s story is one of thousands of stories that took place this year. Thank you for being a hero to all those we serve locally and globally.
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Spotlight

Summer of 1992 I was standing on the dusty path that acted as a border between war-torn Sudan, and the country of Kenya. As I stood there, hundreds of kids walked by me who had escaped forced recruitment to become child soldiers and walked for weeks to their new home, Kakuma Refugee Camp. During my early life in Kenya, I witnessed the pain of war in the faces of kids my age. Atrocities of missing limbs, and malnutrition were a common factor among the people immigrating. Due to an influx of refugee children into a community lacking basic resources, food became more scarce to come by. The indigenous community was surviving on limited resources due to the harsh desert climate. I witnessed first hand, my school mates and the community suffer from malnutrition and after a while people started succumbing to the shortage of food. 11 years ago I came to America for the first time and I have been on a mission to make a difference.

I hope by sharing my story, we can realize that hunger is not just a statistic but a reality for many people I know. With your help, we can save a life and just maybe a generation. I’m excited to be part of this team and using this platform to share the greatest gift which is Jesus to thousands of people. Thank you for allowing me to be part of this journey with you.

- Adili
Our Partners

A huge thank you to all of our partners and underwriters who have come alongside SERV this past year to support the mission and vision of this organization.

We cannot do what we do without you.

Visit our partner page at servone.org for a full list of our partners
The Nest Campaign

SERV created the short-term NEST Campaign to expand the funding network for the growth of the ministry.

2018 Campaign Impact

August Goal $15K / Actual $16K
September Goal $15K / Actual $16K
October Goal $20K / Actual $20K
November Goal $25K / Actual $49K
December Goal $25K / Actual $40K

As we transition from the Nest Campaign to the ongoing One Fund, we need to continue to raise monthly support of $40K minimum per month for overhead/operations/growth. That is $1,500 per day, everyday, all year long.
Our Financials

In 2018 we ...
raised $944,805
invested $928,639
in our program and administrative expenses.
Transparency

One Fund

100% of the $373,447 donated was distributed directly to our local and global overhead and operation expenses.

Programs

100% of the $555,192 donated was distributed directly to Food, Water, Shelter, Life programs and projects.

2018 was the 3rd year SERV was on the top 10 list for ROI Ministries

SERV earned the 2018 Platinum Seal of Transparency for GuideStar

Our SERV 1 FEED 1 program has been audited by Calvin Edwards
THANK YOU

for helping us make a huge impact in 2018
Visit servone.org to learn how to get involved.
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